Electrophysiological Aspects of Human Sphincter Function
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ABSTRACT In order to investigate the electrophysiology of the human internal anal sphincter and two current concepts of sphincter function, simultaneous manometric and electrical recordings were made from circular smooth muscle of the internal anal sphincter in the resting state and during reflexly induced sphincter relaxation. Three groups were studied: seven normal subjects, 25 patients with functional bowel disease, and seven patients with external sphincter paralysis due to spinal cord lesions. In the resting state slow waves of alternating potential (basic electrical rhythm or BER) were recorded in all subjects. Two types of waves were present, a constant sinusoidal pattern or a spindle-shaped pattern. Either pattern was consistent for a given individual. Frequency of BER in the internal sphincter was higher than that recorded in any other gastrointestinal muscle. Our findings indicate that the BER recorded from the internal anal sphincter originates in this muscle. This activity may represent a specialized feature of sphincteric muscle since BER cannot be recorded from isolated nonsphincteric circular muscle.

Reproduction of the two patterns of BER by an electronic model suggests that BER, as recorded by this technique, results from a summation of a number of electrically active cells in contact with the recording electrodes. Inhibition of BER occurred when sphincter relaxation was reflexly induced by rectal distension. Both inhibition of BER and degree of sphincter relaxation were proportional to the strength of rectal stimulation, suggesting that the number of active cells is the number of active cells which are inhibited.

The associations of high frequency of BER with high resting pressure, and of inhibition of BER with sphincter relaxation suggests that maintenance of sphincter tone is an active process that is governed by BER.

A partial report of this work was presented at the American Gastroenterological Association Meetings, 18 May 1968, Philadelphia, Pa.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken to investigate electrical activity in the circular smooth muscle of the human internal anal sphincter and to evaluate two current hypotheses of sphincter function. Present concepts of electrophysiology of gastrointestinal smooth muscle are based on the observation that there are two types of electrical activity which can be recorded from the small intestine: slow sinusoidal waves of alternating potential called basic electrical rhythm (BER), and rapid spike activity. It is generally held that BER originates in longitudinal muscle since BER can be recorded in vitro in isolated longitudinal muscle but not in isolated circular muscle (1-8). BER is thought to set the stage for spike activity which is associated with circular muscle contraction (1, 9-12). Our findings indicate that BER can originate from the internal anal sphincter which is composed of circular smooth muscle anatomically separate from longitudinal muscle.

One of two current concepts explaining the high resting pressure (which we shall refer to as "tone") within the anal sphincter proposes that the internal anal sphincter is held closed by an active process and that sphincter relaxation results from an inhibition of this state (13). According to the second theory the sphincter, when closed, is in an inactive state, but distension from within initiates active resistance (14). Our findings obtained by recording simultaneous electrical and manometric activity within the sphincter support the first hypothesis.

The high frequency of BER which was associated with a high resting pressure, as well as inhibition of BER which accompanied sphincter relaxation, suggests that BER may be related to tone.

METHODS

Studies were performed on 39 subjects: seven normal volunteers, 25 patients with functional bowel disorder, and seven patients with spinal cord lesions. Normal volunteers ranged in age from 31 to 74 yr (average of 43 yr). The patients with functional bowel disorders ranged in age from 18 months to
Electrical recordings were obtained from the internal sphincter area by electrodes cemented to the surface of the internal sphincter balloon. The electrodes were made by removing a centimeter of insulation from 0.2 mm silver-plated copper wire (Tensolite No. 32 gauge, Teflon insulated) which had a resistance of 0.408 ohms/m. This was inserted into a small patch of latex leaving a 1.0 mm length of stripped wire as an electrode. The patch was then fastened to the internal sphincter balloon with waterproof insulating cement (see Fig. 1). These electrodes, arranged in pairs 1 cm apart, communicated with an input adapter and a low level preamplifier. Bipolar techniques were used because, when compared, bipolar tracings were similar to monopolar tracings, contained less outside interference, and eliminated electrocardiographic artefacts. Electrical tracings were displayed on the fourth channel of the direct writing recorder.

In order to differentiate electrical activity of smooth muscle from that of striated muscle, electromyography was recorded from the striated muscle of the external anal sphincter (superficial bundle) by a platinum concentric needle electrode. The electromyographic recording was displayed on an oscilloscope and a loudspeaker.

Recordings were made from the internal sphincter for 3 min in the resting state and then during sphincter relaxations induced by rectal distention. Both pressure and electrical recordings were analyzed for amplitude, frequency, and wave form. A recognizable deviation from the isoelectric line of 80 μV (2 mm with our usual recording sensitivity) was accepted as an electrical wave. An electrical cycle was defined as a wave which began at the isoelectric line, became displaced above this line and then below it, and then returned to the isoelectric line. Correlation of electrical activity and pressure changes were made at paper speeds of 1 mm, 2.5 mm, and 5 mm/sec.

RESULTS

Resting state. A basic electrical rhythm (BER) consisting of slow waves of alternating potential was recorded from the internal sphincter in all subjects. Two types of electrical activity were present. A constant sinusoidal pattern (Fig. 2) was found in 18 subjects and a spindle or diamond-shaped pattern (Fig. 3) in 22 subjects. Each pattern appeared in approximately half of subjects in each of the three study groups (Table 1). A given pattern was typical for a given subject since it remained unchanged throughout the entire study and was reproducible in five subjects on repeat study. BER was independent of respiratory excursions since it differed from respiration in frequency and was not altered by breath holding (Fig. 4). In no instance was spike activity recorded.

In normal subjects the average frequency of BER was 17 cycles/min. The average frequency for the other two groups having bowel complaints was somewhat lower (Fig. 5). Whereas the frequency of BER was the same on repeat studies in a given subject, voltage was

---

1 Sanborn model 267B.
2 Sanborn model 964 (frequency response: D.C. to 125 Hz.).
3 Sanborn model 56A.
4 Sanborn model 350-3A.
5 Disa model 13B09.

not. Voltage in all subjects ranged from 200 to 600 μV. Neither voltage nor frequency correlated with age or sex distribution.

**Sphincteric responses.** Rectal distension produced relaxation of the internal anal sphincter. Inhibition of electrical activity (BER) was associated with internal sphincter relaxation and appeared with the onset of relaxation. Both the inhibition of electrical activity and the degree of sphincter relaxation were related to the volume of air used for the rectal distension (Fig. 6). When 50 cc of air was used for rectal distension, inhibition of electrical activity (Fig. 7) occurred in 73% of distensions; when 20 cc of air was used, inhibition accompanied only 5% of distensions (Fig. 8). No

**Figure 2** Constant sinusoidal BER in the resting state. A sinusoidal basic electrical rhythm (BER) is recorded from the internal sphincter at a time that no pressure changes are occurring in this sphincter. Upper tracing is the bipolar electrical recording from the internal anal sphincter and the lower three tracings are pressure recordings from the balloons placed in the designated areas. In this and subsequent figures resting pressure in each balloon is assigned a zero value on the vertical axis. Increases above this level (contraction) are designated as positive, and decreases (relaxation) as negative.

**Figure 3** Spindle shaped BER in the resting state. A crescendo-decrescendo pattern of BER is present in the internal sphincter (upper tracing) and is not associated with pressure changes. Patient movement (at the arrow) produces pressure increases in the internal and external sphincter balloons but does not alter the electrical activity. Electrical frequency was calculated as the number of cycles per minute between two areas of electrical inhibition.
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change in electrical activity occurred with distending volumes of 15 cc or less. When the sphincter itself was distended by inflating the internal sphincter balloon with an additional 10 cc of air, there was no change in BER.

In the normal group and the group with functional bowel disorders rapid bursts of spike potentials were recorded from the external sphincter during voluntary or reflexly induced active contraction (reflex contraction of the external sphincter was stimulated by balloon distension of the rectum or by perianal scratch). When the external sphincter was in a resting state an occasional spike was seen on the oscilloscope. However in the group with spinal cord lesions no electrical activity was recorded from the external sphincter during the resting state or with rectal distension.

**DISCUSSION**

*Origin of sphincteric BER.* These studies demonstrating that BER can be recorded from circular smooth muscle in vivo are in contrast with in vitro studies of nonsphincteric circular smooth muscle from which no BER could be recorded (1, 2, 16). Since our original report of these studies at the American Gastroenterological Association meetings in Philadelphia 18 May 1968, similar recordings of BER have been recorded from the internal anal sphincter using a different technique (17). The following is evidence that electrical

**TABLE I**

*Distribution of the Two Patterns of BER*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Constant pattern</th>
<th>Spindle pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 5** Distribution of BER frequency. Horizontal bar indicates the average frequency of BER in each group. Although the means for the functional and neurological groups differ from the normal, there is overlap among patients and the differences are not statistically significant (Student's t test).

activity truly originates in the circular smooth muscle of the internal anal sphincter. (a) This muscle is anatomically separate from and devoid of longitudinal muscle. Longitudinal muscle terminates above the internal sphincter and only sparse fibroelastic strands, which are extensions of longitudinal muscle, traverse the sphincter (18, 19). (b) Electrical activity is transmitted from longitudinal to circular muscle for extremely short distances (1–2 mm) (7) and this conduction is through connecting muscle fibrils (20). These two considerations

Figure 6 Inhibition of electrical activity with sphincter relaxation. Figures in parentheses represent total number of distensions at each designated volume. There is a direct correlation between strength of stimulus and inhibition of electrical activity.

Figure 7 Inhibition of BER during internal sphincter relaxation. Inhibition of BER (upper tracing) accompanies the down slope of internal sphincter relaxation (second tracing) produced by rectal distension (arrow) with 50 cc of air. BER returns at the same time that sphincter tone returns.
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argue against the transmission of electrical activity from longitudinal muscle which terminates above the sphincter. (c) BER in the internal sphincter is not transmitted from the adjoining rectal area since the BER in the rectum has a frequency of 3–6 cycles/min (21) while that in the sphincter has a frequency of 6–26 cycles/min. Elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract frequency of BER slows progressively in a cephalo-caudal direction from duodenum to colon (2, 8, 9, 16, 22, 23). Average frequency of BER in the internal sphincter is not only faster than that of adjacent rectum, but faster than any other area of the human gastrointestinal tract so far studied (12, 24). (d) Two adjacent areas (in this case rectum and sphincter) can have different patterns of electrical activity without one area affecting the basic pattern of the other (25). (e) BER is not transmitted from the striated muscle of the external sphincter since electrical activity from this and other striated muscle does not consist of BER, but instead is characterized by very rapid bursts of spike potentials which occur only during muscle contraction (26). Furthermore BER still could be recorded from the internal sphincter in the group of patients with external sphincter paralysis due to spinal cord lesions. These subjects had a normal internal anal sphincter response to rectal distension but no activity, electrical or manometric, could be detected in the external anal sphincter.

**Figure 8** Internal sphincter relaxation without change in BER. Internal sphincter relaxation (second tracing) has no effect on BER (upper tracing) when small volumes (20 cc) are used for rectal distension.

**Figure 9** Artificially simulated BER (constant pattern). Constant pattern (lower tracing) similar to that recorded in vivo is produced by the summed activity of two generators (A and B) with frequencies that are out of phase but do not cancel each other.

**Figure 10** Artificially simulated BER (spindle pattern). Spindle pattern (lower tracing) is produced by the summed activity of two generators (A and B) with frequencies that are out of phase in such a manner that they alternately augment and cancel each other.

These findings indicate that the BER recorded from the internal anal sphincter originates in this muscle. This activity may represent a specialized feature of sphincteric muscle since BER cannot be recorded from isolated nonsphincteric circular smooth muscle in vivo.

*Electrophysiological features relating to BER.* The origin of the two types of BER as well as their differences may be explained electrophysiologically. In the intestine (20), as in the brain and heart, groups of cells act as electrical generators with each generator discharging at its own frequency and voltage. The con-
constant pattern would be expected to result from electrical generators discharging at frequencies in synchrony or at frequencies which, though not synchronous, do not cancel each other. The spindle pattern would result from frequencies which are out of phase in such a manner that they do intermittently cancel each other. These conditions can be reproduced artificially by a model using two or more electronic generators* which produce electrical activity at different frequencies. Fig. 9 shows how the constant pattern can be produced artificially by two generators even if they are producing waves of different frequencies. Fig. 10 shows how an idealized spindle pattern can result from two generators having frequencies that alternately summate and cancel. Fig. 11 shows how a spindle pattern very much like that recorded in our subjects can be produced by two generators discharging as in Fig. 10 but with the additional feature of random changes in voltage. Although the above wave forms were produced using only two generators, it can be seen that the same results would be obtained from a large number of generators, a situation which resembles the in vivo circumstances.

Relation of BER to sphincteric relaxation. When strong stimuli were used for inducing sphincteric relaxation BER was interrupted with greater frequency than when weaker stimuli were used. This correlation between volume of rectal distension, depth of sphincteric relaxation, and inhibition of BER suggests that inhibition is recorded only when stimulation is sufficiently strong to affect a relatively large number of active centers in the area of the recording electrodes. Since the electrodes measured 0.25 mm they recorded from a large number of active cells, not all of which were inhibited by rectal distension. Therefore not all induced relaxations would be expected to demonstrate inhibition of electrical activity.

Inhibition of BER was not due to movement of sphincter muscle away from the electrodes, since movement artefact has an entirely different pattern, consisting of rapid deflections of high amplitude. Loss of contact produced by deflating the internal sphincter balloon caused similar sharp excursions, usually with 60 cycle interference. Neither type of movement produced the straight line seen with sphincter relaxation. Recent studies (27) have shown that moving electrodes away from muscle or reducing the pressure of electrode contact results not in inhibition, but in a change of configuration of the wave form.

Relation of BER to sphincter tone. The following is evidence that BER is related to tone. (a) BER is the only type of electrical activity recorded from this sphincter. Spike activity is absent even though our apparatus is capable of recording spike potentials as demonstrated by passing a Miller-Abbott balloon, with similar electrodes attached, into the duodenum of healthy volunteers. Under these circumstances the expected spike potentials were recorded with intestinal contraction. (b) The frequency of BER in the internal sphincter is independent of neighboring muscle and does not follow the general trend of gradual slowing of BER frequency in a cephalocaudad direction (3, 8, 10, 16, 20). The sphincter has a much higher resting pressure ("tone") than adjacent colon and also a much faster frequency of BER (21, 24). (c) When atony of intestinal muscle is produced by general anesthesia, the frequency of BER is much slower than in the unanesthetized state (8).

The inhibition of BER during sphincter relaxation tends to support the concept that the sphincter is normally in a state of tonic contraction and that relaxation results from inhibition of this state. The electrical characteristics demonstrated by the present study suggest that in this functionally specialized area BER is related to the maintenance of tone.
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